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ASPIRING DEATHBRINGER

ASPIRING DEATHBRINGER
WITH GOREAXE AND SKULLHAMMER
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Through constant battle and unremitting slaughter, an Aspiring Deathbringer fights his way to gore-splattered glory. Even as his axe 
bites through the flesh of his foes, the fell champion screams the Blood God’s praise, urging the Bloodbound to overrun the enemy and 
carve them apart in the name of Khorne.

The Blood God’s contempt for cowards is personified in those Aspiring Deathbringers who hunt the weak. Striding forwards with 
menace in every step, their twisted snarl hidden by a death’s head mask, these butchers strike the fear of Khorne into their victims. 
Those that show even a flicker of doubt are mercilessly slain and left to rot where they fall.

MELEE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage

Bloodaxe 1" 3 3+ 4+ - 1
Wrath-hammer 3" D3 3+ 4+ - 1

5"

7
5 4+

DESCRIPTION
An Aspiring Deathbringer is a single model. He is 
armed with a Bloodaxe and a Wrath-hammer.

ABILITIES
Thirst for Glory: If a Khorne Hero is slain 
within 6" of this model, you can re-roll failed hit 
rolls and save rolls for this model for the rest of 
the battle.

COMMAND ABILITY
Slaughter Incarnate: If this model uses this ability, 
then until your next hero phase you can add 1 to 
the Attacks characteristic of all melee weapons 
used by Mortal Khorne units in your army 
while they are within 6" of this model.

DESCRIPTION
An Aspiring Deathbringer with Goreaxe and 
Skullhammer is a single model. He wears gore-
encrusted armour and wields a Goreaxe and 
Skullhammer, the better to hew his way through 
ranks of the weak and cowardly.

ABILITIES
Bane of Cowards: Nothing infuriates this 
champion more than to see cowardice writ large 
on the faces of his foes in battle. Such wretched 
weakness will see this warrior reach new heights 
of murderous killing fury. If any enemy models 
flee within 8" of this Aspiring Deathbringer in 
the battleshock phase, this model can, at the end 
of that phase, pile in and attack as if it were the 
combat phase.

COMMAND ABILITY
Slaughter Incarnate: If this model uses this ability, 
then until your next hero phase you can add 1 to 
the Attacks characteristic of all melee weapons 
used by Mortal Khorne units in your army 
while they are within 6" of this model.
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MELEE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage

Goreaxe 1" 3 3+ 4+ - 1
Skullhammer 1" 3 4+ 3+ - 1

5"

7
5 4+
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